se:note
Compact
micro-workplace

ABOUT SEDUS

Who we are and what we do
Sedus Stoll AG was founded in 1871 and is one of the
leading European manufacturers of office solutions.
The product range includes seating furniture, such as
swivel and visitor chairs, as well as office, conference
and contract furniture – all “Made in Germany”.
The company headquarters is located in Dogern
on the High Rhine in southern Germany. Another
production site is in Geseke, North Rhine-Westphalia.
Sedus is a company with a long tradition and 150 years
of company history that has repeatedly set standards –
in terms of ergonomics, manufacturing processes
and sustainability. As a synonym for innovation,
technology and aesthetics, Sedus constantly enriches
the “office world” with new product ideas and contemporary concepts. Sedus puts a strong focus on
current trends and changes in the world of work. New
organisational structures and forms of work require
flexible, aesthetic furnishings and custom-made
solutions that enhance collaboration, communication
and movement. A particular emphasis is placed on the
health and well-being of the users.

More information is available at www.sedus.com

Thanks to its

light weight,
se:note
can be nested

to save space

microworkplace
The

se:note can be easily carried
by its recessed handle
and flexibly positioned

No assembly,
no preparations:

Designed for

intuitive
use

just set it up and get started

combines desk, seat
and truly ingenious design

se:note

se:note

Micro-workplace with
a multitude of possibilities
How is it possible to provide furniture for press conferences, workshops and
trade fairs quickly and easily? And which furniture is flexible enough for shortterm update meetings? se:note is always the right choice when time is limited
and you need to be spontaneous. The micro-workplace, which is reduced to
the bare essentials, requires no assembly or preparation. It is always ready for
use: just put it in place and get started.
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Need to change location quickly?
se:note is easy to take along or
relocate thanks to its light weight
and the recessed handle in the
seat.
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When not in use,
the micro-workplace
can be staggered
to save space.

The desk surface has a
pen groove. The legs can
be equipped with felt glides.

se:note is a workstation in monoblock design, combining
a seat and a writing surface. It makes separate desks or
writing tablets superfluous. Its design intuitively invites
you to sit down for taking notes or having a quick read. And
what is more, se:note can be easily grouped, arranged in
different constellations and stored away just as quickly.

se:note

is a micro-workplace that cleverly unites
desk and seat. As a solution for in between
spaces, it offers freedom of design to
reinterpret work areas
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